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VISION: 

KCL shall be professionally-managed and committed to 

enhancing shareholder value while leading nation through 

smart innovation. 

KCL-ities shall be innovative and empowered team 

constantly creating value and attaining global benchmarks. 

KCL shall foster a culture of caring, trust and continuous 

learning while meeting expectations of employees, 

stakeholders and society. 

MISSION: 

Our mission is to “GROW TOGETHER” practice 

innovation on a daily basis, using its strong business 

infrastructure and human resources to make a happier and 

richer world. 

To deliver sustainable distributions and growth in total 

return to unit-holders over the long term via active asset 

management, yield-accretive acquisitions and optimal 

capital and risk management. 
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Chairman cum Managing Director 

This is the opportune > 
moment for the 
Government of India 
and Indian industry 
to actin unison 

towards minimising . 
our external 
dependencies, 
enhancing 
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Dear Shareholders, 

The most awaited moment has come, another chance to 

express my views & share my feeling of rejoice with you all as with this 

we have stepped into 25th year of our existence as a company “KCL 

Infra Project Limited”, and have completed a Silver Jubilee. 

‘Your loyalty can't be remunerated but can be appreciated 

and motivated. It's our Silver Jubilee anniversary and I want to 

appreciate you for all your patience and loyalty you have shown 

towards our organization.” 

I feel privileged that I have been associated in every twists & 

turns that this company had been through during its journey of past 

years. 

I am addressing you at a time when the nation is grappling with 

a global pandemic, while simultaneously gearing itself for a phased 

reopening of the economy, and preparing for life beyond Covid-19. 

Further, simmering border tensions I believe this is the opportune 

moment for the Government of India and Indian industry to act in 

unison to minimize our external dependencies and enhance self- 

reliance. 

Our Hon'ble Prime Minister's Shri Narendra Modi Ji’s call for 

‘Aaatma Nirbhar Bharat’ has resonated across the country. To ensure 

that the PM's thrust on self-dependence achieves the desired outcomes 

swiftly. Right from the onset of the pandemic, KCL adopted stringent 

safety measures to ensure the safety and well being of its people and 

stakeholders. 

Performance 2019-20 

For most of the year, KCL exhibited growth and strength on all key 

performance parameters — even in the face of a stressed economic 

environment. Our Company's strategically diversified business 

portfolio, geographical dispersion, robust Balance Sheet, strong Order 

Book position and execution strengths have stood KCL in good stead. 
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